Objectives: Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) can improve depression. Cognitive models of depression highlight an over-representation of negative thoughts and memories, with depressed individuals showing memory facilitation for negative material. We hypothesized that the antidepressant action of VNS may emerge through corrective influences on 'negativity bias' in memory. We therefore examined the impact of VNS on emotional memory and its underlying brain activity. Methods: We tested a single patient undergoing VNS for treatment-resistant depression (TRD). Stimulation was set at a 30/66-second on/off cycle during three encoding blocks when the patient viewed randomly presented positive, negative, and neutral words. Following each block, VNS was switched off and the patient identified previously seen words from distractors in a subsequent recognition memory task. The patient was scanned using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during the first encoding block. Results: There was robust recall of negative material viewed during 'off' cycles of VNS but subsequent memory of negative words was attenuated during active VNS ('on' cycles). VNS did not influence memory for neutral and positive words. With neuroimaging, direct modulatory effects of VNS were observed in dorsomedial, dorsolateral, and orbital regions of the prefrontal cortex. Moreover, during encoding of negative words, compared with positive and neutral words, VNS also modulated activity within orbitofrontal, ventromedial and polar prefrontal cortices, midcingulate cortex, and brain stem. Conclusions: Our observations show that VNS can interfere with memory of negative information, an effect that may contribute to its antidepressant role. Neuroimaging implicated regions including the ventral and medial prefrontal cortex as an underlying neural substrate. fMRI ϭ functional magnetic resonance imaging; SAR ϭ Specific Absorption Ratio; SPM ϭ statistical parametric mapping; TRD ϭ treatment-resistant depression; VNS ϭ vagus nerve stimulation.
INTRODUCTION

O
bservations of epilepsy patients show that Vagus Nerve Stimulation (VNS) with the VNS Therapy System (Cyberonics Inc., Houston, TX) can affect mood, suggesting VNS as a potential therapy for severe depression (1) (2) (3) (4) . Correspondingly, VNS gained FDA approval in 2005 for the adjunctive long-term treatment of chronic or recurrent treatment-resistant depression for patients 18 years of age or older who are experiencing a major depressive episode and have not had an adequate response to four or more adequate antidepressant treatments (5) .
Stimulation of the human vagus nerve activates both afferent and efferent axons. An estimated 80% of vagus nerve fibers are afferent, conveying information about internal visceral state. Animal models show VNS influences thalamocortical excitability, similar to low-level challenges such as the baroreflex (6) . Neuroimaging studies in epileptic and depressed patients confirm that VNS alters activity within thalamus and cortex, including ventromedial prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortices (7, 8, 9) . These regions are implicated in mood regulation, where functional and structural abnormalities manifest in patients with severe idiopathic depression (10) .
Influential cognitive models emphasize a negativity bias in the formation of depressive schemata that maintain chronic mood disorder. Specifically, negative cognitions and memories form the target of cognitive behavioral treatments for depression (11, 12) . A reliable finding is that negative material is remembered more strongly by depressed patients compared with nondepressed controls (13, 14, 15) . Even in healthy controls, negative events are preferentially recalled in negative moods (16) . Notably, antidepressants alter the balance between memory for positive versus negative material (17) . VNS is reported to enhance recognition memory in patients with epilepsy (18) , leading to the prediction that selective modulation of emotional memory may contribute to mechanisms by which VNS may alleviate depressive symptoms.
METHODS
We tested a 48-year-old male patient who was implanted with a VNS device for treatment-resistant depression (TRD) seven months earlier. At the time of study, he took no medication (including antidepressants). Clinical scales showed partial symptom improvement since initiation of VNS (Hamilton Rating Scale of Depression score: 34 before treatment; 25 at study exit). Consistent with the timecourse of VNS treatment effects, depressive symptoms continued to improve over ensuing months (Hamilton score after 12 months was 18). The patient gave full informed consent for our study, which was approved by the local Ethics Committee.
The patient performed three 'encoding' blocks, interleaved with three corresponding 'test' blocks, of a recognition memory task. In the encoding blocks, he made semantic (abstract self-referential) judgments (16) while viewing randomized presentations of positive, negative, and neutral words from a standard series (ANEW: Affective Norms for English Words (19) ). Normative (population) ratings of the valence of these words were available (19) and negative and positive words were selected from 1/3 extremes of this valence range. In each encoding block, 88 words (44 neutral, 22 negative, and 22 positive) were presented with 32 null events at a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 3 seconds. VNS (20Hz, 500 s, 2.25 mAmp) was set at a 30 seconds-'on' and 66 seconds-'off' cycle during each encoding block (changed from a duty cycle of 30 seconds-'on', 3 minutes-'off') ( Figure 1A ). To synchronize timing of VNS with presentation of stimuli, the patient signaled before the start of each encoding block. Each encoding block began with the onset of a tickling throat sensation (nonpainful) that indicated the beginning of a 30 second 'on' period of active VNS. Twenty minutes after each of the encoding blocks, with VNS turned off, the patient performed a corresponding recognition memory block, in which he was required to distinguish the previously presented 88 'old' words from 133 'new' words (67 neutral, 33 positive, and 33 negative for each session; 1 second presentation, SOA 3 seconds; 2 choice response for recognition). Stimuli and timing parameters for encoding and recognition tasks were identical to those used in an earlier study of healthy subjects (16) .
For technical reasons, neuroimaging data were acquired using fMRI only over the period of the first encoding block. The patient was removed from the scanner after the first encoding block to turn off the stimulator and perform the corresponding recognition block. Difficulties occurred with scanning another subject during this interval (specifically high SAR (Specific Absorption Ratio) readings), attributed to a relative incompatibility of the (nonstandard) transmit-receive coil with the scanner (see below). These difficulties were not resolved that day, so the study was continued for the subsequent two encoding blocks (and all three recognition blocks) with the patient outside the scanner.
The fMRI was conducted using a Siemens Sonata (1.5T) scanner fitted with a transmit-receive head coil (replacing a standard body-transmit setup) for necessary safety and technical constraints of scanning patients with implanted VNS. During the first encoding block, 350 T2*-weighted EPI volumes were acquired (44 slices/volume, 2 mm slice thickness, 1 mm interslice gap, bandwidth 2298 Hz/pixel, matrix 64 ϫ 64, FoV 192 mm, TR/TE ϭ 3960/50 ms, isotropic spatial resolution 3 mm, 90°flip angle, 30°t ilt of the image slice from axial toward coronal orientation to avoid signal dropouts in the orbitofrontal cortex (20) ). This functional dataset was corrected for slice-timing, realigned with movement correction, transformed into standard space, spatially smoothed (FWHM 12 mm), and regressed against the experimental design matrix using SPM2 (21). Presentations of positive, negative, and neutral words during VNS 'on' and VNS 'off' conditions during Figure 1 . (A) The panel illustrates the encoding block design. Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) was set to a 30 second 'on' / 66 second 'off' cycle as the patient viewed randomized 1 second presentations of positive, negative, and neutral words (representing discrete non-overlapping events). During the first of three encoding blocks, the patient was scanned using fMRI, signaling the onset of the VNS before scanning by a button press. (B) Across recognition memory blocks performed 20 minutes after each of the three encoding blocks, the patient made significantly more recognition errors to words encoded when the stimulator was active (i.e., in the 30 second 'on' period). This effect was almost entirely attributable to interference with the encoding of negative words (which, compared with normative data were relatively enhanced when the stimulator was 'off'). The bar chart depicts the patient's recognition memory performance for each word category across all recognition blocks (filled ϭ stimulator 'on' at encoding). (C) Activity in a discrete set of brain regions reflected the selective behavioral impact of VNS on the encoding of negative words. VNS enhanced the activity brain stem (pons) ventromedial prefrontal cortex, right anterior insula/lateral orbitofrontal (area 47) cortex, and frontal pole during the processing of negative (but not positive or neutral) words that were subsequently recognized. Interestingly, activity within these regions, particularly area 47 and frontal pole, also predicted subsequent forgetting of words during the first encoding task, illustrated in a conjunction analysis depicted in 2 panels on the right. Significant activity relating to this interaction is plotted on a normalized T2*weighted echoplanar volume from the patient to illustrate fully the field of view. Data are presented at p Ͻ .001, uncorrected for clusters of 10 or more contiguous voxels. Peak coordinates and magnitudes of the effects are given in Table 1. the first encoding block were modeled as events with a canonical hemodynamic response. Subsequently forgotten words were modeled separately. Additionally, a boxcar regressor modeled each VNS 'on' and 'off' period. Our analyses focused on activity for words of all valances that were subsequently recognized to optimize the number of exemplars and exclude incidental confounds. Nevertheless, we also performed a conjunction analysis to demonstrate commonalities in regional activation reflecting the selective VNS effects on negative information processing at encoding (i.e., interaction: negative versus other words with stimulator on versus off) and activity that occurred when words were subsequently forgotten. The conjunction analysis tested for significant regional activity present in both conditions (21, 22) , in this case validating the inference that the activity within some regions is specifically modulated by VNS during processing of negative words and also predictive of subsequent forgetting.
Significant neural activity is reported at a voxel-wise threshold of p Ͻ .001, uncorrected (extent threshold 10 contiguous voxels) ( Table 1) . Where activity also surpasses a false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons at p Ͻ .05, this is indicated in Table 1 to highlight the most robust activation effects.
RESULTS
Healthy adults typically show superior memory for positive, relative to negative, words in recognition memory tasks. Thus, a parallel study in healthy controls (16), using identical stimuli and similar methods to the present study, reported recognition accuracy at 50% to 55% for positive words, compared with 35% to 45% for negative words. In this study, behavioral data indicate that the patient showed a potentiated recognition memory for negative words encoded during 'off' periods of stimulation across all three encoding blocks, when over 50% of negative words were subsequently recognized with confidence. However, active VNS during encoding significantly modulated the patient's subsequent memory for negative words: compared with off periods, stimulation 'on' periods were associated with selective impairment of the encoding of negative words ( 2 ϭ 9.55, p Ͻ .01) ( Figure 1B) . Although we used the standard metric for recognition accuracy (hits-false alarms), it is important to note this effect was driven by changes in the encoding of negative words, because there were very few false alarm trials (across recognition sessions, 8% of new positive words, 8% of new negative words, and 4% of new neutral words were misattributed as 'old'; in the first recall (scanned) session, rates were 4/33 for negative, 3/33 new positive, and 4/66 new neutral).
Evidence of efferent effects of VNS on visceral response was limited to subjective throat-tickling at the onset of 'on'-periods and a trend for heart rate to decrease during VNS (mean on: 82.2 beats per minute versus off: 82.7 beats per minute, p ϭ .09).
Analysis of brain activity during the first encoding block revealed that the 30-second 'on' periods of VNS induced enhancement of activity within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and medial orbitofrontal cortex and attenuated activity within parietal lobe, occipitotemporal visual cortices, dorsomedial prefrontal, right lateral orbitofrontal cortices, and cerebellar vermis ( Table 1) . Analyses of word encoding focused in an event-related manner on those words that were subsequently recognized: as a main effect, encoding of words enhanced activity within regions implicated in visual attention and reading, including occipital, dorsolateral prefrontal, and bilateral parietal cortices. Somatomotor cortex activation, relating to the response judgment made to each event of the encoding task, was also observed in this context. Compared with positive and neutral words, negatively-valenced words selectively activated right anterior insula, a region implicated as an interface between internal arousal states and feeling states (23, 24) . During the encoding of neutral words, VNS enhanced activity within parietal, insula and orbitofrontal cortex, and attenuated mid cingulate responses.
In addition to these main effects (and the interaction of VNS on neutral word encoding), we tested directly for changes in regional neural activity that reflected the observed behavioral impact of VNS on the specific encoding of negative words (i.e., VNS (on versus off) ϫ word valence (negative versus positive ϩ neutral)). This interaction was associated with a selective enhancement of frontal polar, ventromedial prefrontal, brain stem, and right anterior insula/orbitofrontal (including area 47) activity ( Figure 1C ). There was also a decrease in midcingulate activity when negative words were processed during VNS. This interaction used only trials that were subsequently remembered. Nevertheless, enhanced activity within the same regions also predicted the subsequent forgetting of words in this first encoding block. This conjunction effect was most marked for activity in frontal pole and right area 47, as formally demonstrated in a conjunction analysis ( Figure 1C) .
DISCUSSION
This single case report represents a 'proof of principle', highlighting one potential behavioral mechanism by which VNS may therapeutically influence depression via an action on emotional memory. Moreover the neuroimaging component of the study identifies in a single patient, putative neural substrates through which negativity biases in cognitive processing (here during emotional encoding) may be acutely influenced by VNS. In contrast to an observation in epilepsy patients (18), we observed no general facilitation of memory during the 'on' phase of VNS in our single patient. Instead, the patient, who showed strong recognition memory of negative words encoded with the stimulator off, demonstrated a selective disruption of encoding of negatively-valenced material during active VNS, an effect with a putative neural substrate localized to regions including medial and ventral prefrontal cortices.
However our observations are limited to an acute study of a single depressed patient; hence we cannot argue a definitive mode of therapeutic action of VNS in treatment-resistant depression. Moreover, previous neuroimaging studies of VNS in depression have examined acute effects and not related them to treatment outcome (8, 9) . Nevertheless, our findings cohere with evidence emphasizing the role of cognitive and mnemonic influences on maintenance of depression (13, 14, 15, 17) and a theoretical framework underlying cognitive treatments for depression (11, 12) . With these necessary qualifications, our study suggests a plausible behavioral and neurobiological mechanism associated with a physical treatment of depression. The neuroimaging component of the study showed that VNS directly modulated activity in orbitofrontal cortex (implicated in affective representations and learning (25) ) and dorsal prefrontal cortex (associated with memory encoding and attention (26)). Moreover we show a neural correlate to the selective effect of VNS on the encoding of negative words: activity was enhanced within brain stem and right orbitofrontal, polar, and ventromedial prefrontal cortices, whereas activity in midcingulate was attenuated. The ventral and medial prefrontal cortical regions are perhaps the most significant in understanding these emotion-related effects in the context of depression. Representations of visceral arousal, relaying in brain stem, may be ultimately expressed in right insula/orbitofrontal cortex as subjective emotional feeling states (23, 24) and contribute to emotional control processes ascribed to area 47 (27) . The ventromedial prefrontal cortex is typically activated by positive stimuli (28) and deactivated by high attentional demand and increased sympathetic tone (29) . Activity in both these regions is related to mood congruence effects in healthy controls at encoding and retrieval (16) . Significantly, abnormal activity within adjacent subgenual and orbitofrontal regions is a central neurobiological marker for depression (10) .
One potential interpretation of our imaging data are that VNS augments reward-related activity within ventromedial prefrontal cortex, simultaneously interfering with central expression of emotional arousal within insula and more lateral orbitofrontal cortex. Nevertheless no behavioral augmentation of memory for positive stimuli was observed (perhaps because performance may have been close to ceiling), and the effect was an interference with (normalization of) enhanced encoding and recollection of negative word. Speculatively, the predictable afferent perturbation caused by VNS may overshadow and compete with representations (derived from peripheral feedback or central efference-copy) of visceral stress responses engendered by negative words. During encoding, associative mismatch (16) of visceral response to valenced stimuli may selectively impair subsequent memory for emotionally-arousing negative material.
Complementary brain mechanisms are implicated in memory enhancement for emotional material. Hippocampus-dependent episodic and declarative memories for emotional material are enhanced by co-activation of the amygdala (30, 31) , perhaps more so when there is an associative learning of context (32, 33) . Where amygdala activity is observed at encoding of emotional word items in subsequent recognition memory tasks, it is enhanced during encoding of both positive and negative items (34) . This absence of valence-specificity suggests that amygdala activity may be insufficient to account for negativity bias at encoding in depressed patients. We did not observe amygdala engagement during encoding of emotional words in the present study, perhaps because of low power (small number of forgotten items in the first encoding session). Nevertheless, our neuroimaging findings point to a central role of ventral and medial polar prefrontal cortical region in mediating the memory effect of VNS on the encoding of emotionally negative material. This finding is paralleled by studies of mood congruent memory in controls (16) and processing of emotional stimuli in depressed patients (35) .
Our single case report highlights a plausible mnemonic mechanism though which VNS may influence (acutely) clinical features of a treatment-resistant depression. However, it remains unknown if the normalization of emotional memory by VNS, correcting a negativity bias, contributes to the evolution of a therapeutic effect of VNS over time (12, 15) . The patient, though slightly improved after seven months of VNS, remained significantly depressed at the time of testing but continued to improve further over ensuing months. Our study presented a rare opportunity to examine whole brain responses to vagus nerve stimulation in a nonepileptic patient. This is the first neuroimaging study to examine the neural substrate of interactions between VNS with a cognitive or emotional process, and illustrates that robust neurophysiological data may now be obtained using fMRI to enable single subject analyses.
